
 

Experiment: - 3 

Study of Data Flow Diagram (DFD) for Student Academic 

Record Management Software 

Theory:- 

DFD: - A data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation of the "flow" of data 
through an information system, modelling its process aspects. A DFD is often used 
as a preliminary step to create an overview of the system without going into great 
detail, which can later be elaborated. DFDs can also be used for 
the visualization of data processing (structured design). 

A DFD shows what kind of information will be input to and output from the system, 
how the data will advance through the system, and where the data will be stored. It 
does not show information about the timing of process or information about whether 
processes will operate in sequence or in parallel unlike a flowchart which also shows 
this information. 

 

Rules for DFD:- 

1 All processes should have unique names. If two data flow lines (or data stores) 
have the same label, they should both refer to the exact same data flow (or data 
store). 

2 The inputs to a process should differ from the outputs of a process. 

3 Any single DFD should not have more than about seven processes. 

4 No process can have only outputs. (This would imply that the process is making 
information from nothing.) If an object has only outputs, then it must be a source. 
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5 No process can have only inputs. (This is referred to as a “black hole”.) If an object 
has only inputs, then it must be a sink. 
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6 A process has a verb phrase label. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_visualization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowchart


 

7 Data cannot move directly from one data store to another data 
store.  

 

Symbols for DFD:- 

 

 

 

Procedure of DFD:- 

 Identify and list external entities providing inputs/receiving outputs from 
system; 

 Identify and list inputs from/outputs to external entities; 

 Draw a context DFD 

 identify the business functions included within the system boundary; 

 identify the data connections between business functions; 

 confirm through personal contact sent data is received and vice-versa; 

 trace and record what happens to each of the data flows entering the system  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion:- 

In the above experiment we discussed that how to draw a data flow diagram for 
Student Academic Record Management Software. 


